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A Green & Healthy Future for Frome:
Consultation for a full award bid to the
National Lottery Climate Action Fund
“If we wait for governments it will be too late, if we act as individuals it will
be too little, but if we act as communities it might just be enough…”
Rob Hopkins, Transition Towns

Introduction to the consultation
A Green & Healthy Future for Frome wants to achieve a health and climate win-win.
How? By supporting local people to live lives which are good for their health and the planet. This
community-led initiative is based on the fact that these issues are firmly linked – if we improve
one, we’ll also improve the other, enabling everyone to share in a better future.
We are a partnership made up of Edventure Frome, Frome Medical Practice and Frome Town
Council, working with a number of delivery partners to ensure there are many ways to live
greener and healthier lives in our town.
We are 18 months into the ‘development phase’ of our programme supported through the
National Lottery Climate Action Fund. We are developing phase two of our project and we are
aiming to submit a grant application for a full award later in 2022, to deliver an expanded
programme to run for three years from 2023 to 2026.
This future award bid consultation document has been shaped by our partnership board and
community advisors, and is out for public consultation from Friday 19 August to Tuesday 13
September 2022. Beside the programme proposed here, there is the opportunity to include a
number of additional activities emerging from this consultation and ideas currently being
developed with our community.
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On the way to Net Zero Carbon - A Green & Healthy Frome
2030 is the town’s target for achieving net zero carbon (Frome Town Council Climate
Emergency Strategy). As a community - and working in partnership - we can take a lead, and
make a significant contribution to achieving this. The climate and health co-benefit has been
established as impactful and motivating through our development phase and in the wider
national context. By focusing the work on the things that people need most, we can also
address the cost of living crisis.
We will facilitate a town-wide movement, inviting everyone to be part of how a rural market town
achieves carbon savings and behaviour change while increasing our health and wellbeing.
So far we have saved over 109 tonnes of carbon emissions (equivalent to taking 55 cars off the
road) and inspired community-led behaviour change, with networks and individuals activated. In
preparing our future bid award in the Autumn, we will make specific targets for what we can
ambitiously and realistically achieve in carbon saving and behaviour change through our
climate-health action.
We are bidding for 3 years of continuation funding from 2023 to 2026. By 2026, we aim to build
a case for social investment and partnership working to drive community-led initiatives that
demonstrate realistic steps to achieving Net Zero and healthier lives whilst supporting people’s
everyday needs.
The Green & Healthy Frome programme aims for a paradigm shift in how a South West market
town can address the climate and health. We will provide tested strategies for effective action
for other market towns and partnerships to use, and be part of a national community of practice
championing how market towns can significantly create effective change.
Our core partnership of Edventure Frome, Frome Medical Practice and Frome Town Council is
effective in its collective reach through the community and in its capacity to deliver for the future.
We propose to continue to function as a core partnership as we have in our development stage,
with the Climate Action Fund giving a direct grant to each partner. To widen participation and
increase impact, we will also involve a number of new delivery partners - smaller organisations
and other institutions that can collaborate with us to deliver health-climate impact successfully,
and reach the diverse social and economic needs in our community.
Our development phase has enabled us to test our project strands, adapt our work, and deliver
tangible impact. It helped us to develop our capacity and showcase our ability to share our
learning and inspire others, as evidenced by our recent Health & Climate Conference and the
resources we have produced, including toolkits and films. The climate and health agenda has
captured the imagination and energy of our community, and we are excited about the potential it
offers for the future.
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What helps people improve their health, reduce their carbon
footprint and save money?
●

●

●
●

●

Food: Households adopt green and healthy diets, whilst we help those struggling with
annual increases in costs. We aim to partner with an established provider - Fair Frome
(Food at Five) - to help support those in greatest need, focus on zero waste and the
locally grown, collaborate with local markets and support the Frome Food Network to
grow.
Housing: Healthy low carbon homes help people offset increases in energy costs. We
will help communities at a neighbourhood level to build healthy homes street by street in
the whole of Frome.
Travel: Active and shared travel reduces carbon, costs, and improves health. We will
expand Cycle Together and link with / promote other active travel initiatives.
Health: Primary Care professionals work with patients and the wider community to
improve health outcomes and reduce carbon. We will embed and share learning with
practice staff and across national networks.
Things: Through enabling reuse, repair and sharing, we demonstrate how we can cut
carbon, improve wellbeing, and offset costs associated with consumption and high
inflation. We will build a community led circular economy through supporting networks of
actions, ventures and projects.

Besides providing opportunities for greener, healthier choices, we can enable uptake and
facilitate behaviour change. We will relaunch Green & Healthy Frome creating town-wide
involvement and storytelling, supporting the community to generate ideas and build solutions
through our partnership work and the Future Shed framework, expanding the Green Community
Connectors and bringing people together around food, and at street level.
We will amplify this impact by continuing to share our learning and collaborate with national
partners and the CAF cohort, and produce further resources, like our existing toolkits and films.
We will host tours of our work in Frome three times a year, leading on from our successful
Health & Climate Conference, to help build a community of practice for organisations, councils
and health professionals engaged in community-led climate and health work.

Partnership overview
Our partnership is led by the three core partners, each working with a number of existing and
new delivery partners. We are currently in discussion with these and other potential partners
about our full award bid.
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Core Partners

And their potential delivery partners

Edventure Frome

Frome Food Network, Reuse Network, Frome
Families for the Future, Health & Wellbeing
Network, Frome Library, Loop Frome

Frome Medical Practice

The Walled Garden Mells, Active and In
Touch.

Frome Town Council

Centre For Sustainable Energy, Frome
Community Bike Project CIC, MySociety,
Somerset Independence Plus, Fair Frome
(Food at Five), Climate Action Group,
Sustainable Frome

There are many other organisations, enterprises and groups in Frome who focus on the
environment, on climate, on wellbeing. We want to hear from you with your ideas and thoughts
about how we can work together to create our greener and healthier town.
In the wider delivery, our programme will work with Somerset Climate Action Network.

What have we achieved so far?
The Green and Healthy Future for Frome partnership developed 7 project strands to support
lower-carbon, healthier lives in Frome. Below are short 3-min films about this work in action, as
well as more detailed toolkits that provide in-depth information. Here is our project website:
Green & Healthy Future Frome.

1. Healthy Homes
Healthy Homes helped 583 Frome residents with energy advice, of which 86 had energy
efficiency measures installed in their homes leading to a town wide combined financial saving of
£84,800 (average per household saving of £514), and approximately 50 tonnes of carbon
savings (equivalent to 25 diesel cars taken off the road).
Watch film on Youtube
View toolkit online
2. Cycle together
Over 60 residents took part in Cycle Together in the first year by borrowing a free e-bike for a
month. They cycled over 2000 miles, with 95% of them saying they will cycle more in future and
67% will cycle instead of using the car.
Watch film on Youtube
View toolkit online
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3. Choosing Wisely
Choosing Wisely focuses on reducing the carbon impact of medication use: specifically inhalers
from 15,086 kg CO2e in Jan 21 to 6,737kg CO2e in March 22, 228 blood tests taken in Jan
2022 on behalf of local hospital saving 5,016 car miles, and hospital admissions 219 lower than
average per year through holistic coordinated care and supporting healthy lifestyles.
Watch film on Youtube
View toolkit online
4. Green Community Connectors
Green Community Connectors training has empowered 155 individuals with local information
encouraging practical action and community support with a ripple of around 3,100 win-win
conversations through the community.1
Watch film on Youtube
View toolkit online
5. Future Shed
Future Shed launched the community-led Ideas Board with over 250 contributions, going on to
host over 650 attendances at our activities: Ideas Events, regular Future Shed Friday sessions,
training and professional coaching for participants in starting new initiatives of community
benefit. Future Shed has supported new networks to establish around Food, ReUse and
Wellbeing.
Watch film on Youtube
View toolkit online
6. Storytelling
Storytelling has created opportunities for Frome residents to get involved, and inspired other
communities to take action, through multiple activities, a series of toolkits and films, dedicated
social media channels (reach of 16,000+ people), and a Frome Times wraparound delivered to
13,000 residents. Events included a sold-out Health & Climate Conference attended by 150
people with over 40 organisations represented across health, environmental and community
sectors from Newcastle to Cornwall.
View toolkit online
Our Health & Climate Conference
7. Evaluation
Tying together these projects is the evaluation of our work. We have employed a dedicated
researcher as part of the team to undertake evaluation of each activity, helping us to understand
our impact and enabling an iterative approach where we adapt and improve projects as they
progress. We have engaged Plymouth University as an external verification partner for the
evaluation work, to ensure it is ethical, robust, and independently reviewed by expert
researchers. Initial outcomes are included in the toolkits, and a summary report will be produced
towards the end of the development phase.

1

Calculation based on Health Connection Mendip Community Connector surveys
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How are we planning to develop activities for a full award bid to
the Climate Action Fund?
We are planning to triple our activities and extend our partnership project by 3 years. We will
begin by relaunching our programme as Green & Healthy Frome creating a ‘whole town /
everyone in’ movement that reaches out to every street and business, every shop and
community group with clear and accessible ways of taking action. Our linked programme with
the expansion of delivery partners, will facilitate and support collective climate-health action
creating measurable carbon savings and tangible behaviour change for increased health across
food, housing, active travel, community enterprise and reuse.
Each programme activity and partner will extend their work to support this:

Frome Town Council
Frome Town Council is looking to expand their current projects, and would receive and pass on
the grant monies for activity involving Fair Frome and other delivery partners (planning and
communications in process).

1. Healthy Homes
Healthy Homes will continue to support people to improve poorly-insulated and energy
inefficient homes. With implications for respiratory conditions, carbon emissions, and cost of
living, ineffective heating and insulation has a direct negative impact on people’s health and the
environment. In the current energy crisis, with prices predicted to rise by further 20% in autumn,
access to energy support and advice is more important than ever to many Frome residents. The
unique partnership between Frome Town Council and the Frome Medical Practice enables us to
reach those in need of support, through signposting to patients and training of healthcare
professionals.
We will:
● Continue to deliver regular energy advice sessions in the community. Advisors refer
eligible residents for support and funding towards home energy efficiency measures,
whether they are private owners, renters, or landlords.
● Collaborate with Frome Medical Practice to identify patients who may require support
and signpost to the service, providing bespoke information in patient communications
and training to practice staff through the Green Health Connector.
● Introduce an innovative street-level community retrofit initiative that would allow
neighbours to work together to reduce their energy consumption and find other ways to
share resources and save money, supported by a dedicated officer with retrofit expertise,
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to open up bulk buying options, and/or access to grants for retrofitting homes. We will
partner with My Society to pilot ‘Neighbourhood Warmth’, a completely new, digital
platform (currently a prototype, mysociety.github.io) that will help explore and unlock
home energy improvements by bringing neighbours together to coordinate action on a
street level, access support and reduce costs. We hope this can act as a blueprint for
other towns and neighbourhoods.
We are now in the process of recruiting and training 20 Frome based Energy Advice Champions
who will be qualified to organise energy advice sessions and undertake home visits to provide
further home energy advice and more practical help, such as installing basic energy efficiency
measures. The Energy Advice Champions will play an important role in scaling up the project
during phase two.

2. Cycle Together
Cycle Together’s core aim is to encourage people to consider cycling as a normal, everyday
travel choice, and increase access to e-bikes.
We want to continue the core offer of a four week loan of an e-bike and equipment with cycle
confidence classes as the feedback on the offer is overwhelmingly positive.
Looking forward we want to expand the ongoing support so participants continue cycling in the
future and encourage other people in their social circles to take up cycling. We will work in
partnership with the new Frome Community Bike Project, a CIC, to offer:
●
●
●
●

Training in bike maintenance - free to Cycle Together participants
A bike workshop open for public use by one-off payment or subscription
Regular inclusive, all ability social rides
Volunteering opportunities

Partnering with and providing support to the Frome Community Bike Project will help the project
connect with people who have not yet taken part, for example by targeting specific geographical
areas, linking with community groups or Frome’s Neighbourhood Networks and local
businesses. The project will complement Frome Town Council’s ongoing active travel
infrastructure projects (currently School Streets and a Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure
Plan) to create the conditions for people to make the shift from car to bike for short journeys.

3. Evaluation
A core strand that draws together each aspect of the programme, the climate action
researcher/evaluator role enables simultaneous learning and development of the impact of
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Green and Healthy Future Frome. Such a reflexive approach responds to the challenges of
broad and diverse community engagement - understanding what works, what does not work,
and promoting bottom-up innovation. Robust analysis of key health and climate-related
outcomes through qualitative and quantitative data will inform ongoing and future initiatives.
Communicating this knowledge effectively across diverse community networks, academia and
government, the role provides evidence and tools for effective action in other settings. In doing
so, we also engage critically with systemic issues that create the climate and health emergency
and offer examples of effective policy alternatives.
As such, we want to expand the role of Climate Action Researcher/Evaluator to a full-time
position, providing for a deeper understanding of our community and their relationship with
health and climate. The increased role will include:
●
●

●
●

●
●

Continuing to develop the baseline Frome Futures survey, building the longitudinal data
set on people’s perception and engagement with health and climate action.
A focus on maximising engagement across the town, acknowledging that marginalised
and vulnerable groups: are least responsible for the climate and health emergency; are
often most adversely impacted; and must not be over-burdened by the response to it.
Working with Frome Town Council’s Community Development Team, identifying barriers
and opportunities for widening participation and engagement.
Using innovative qualitative methods including participatory video and developing the
link between the evaluation and storytelling strand of the programme, engaging wider
audiences through multimedia.
Helping similar projects to evaluate & collect data, including those not funded through
our partnership but part of the wider network of initiatives that we refer to.
Building a case for social investment in community-led green health projects, supporting
other partnerships across the country to raise resources in years leading up to 2030.

Frome Medical Practice
Through the Green & Healthy Future for Frome programme, the Climate Action Fund has
enhanced the value of working in partnership with Frome Town Council and Edventure: Frome.
Drawing on the status of the medical profession as trusted messengers2, and Frome Medical
Practice's strength in partnership-building, we will share and amplify the climate win-win
message. We will measure impact to demonstrate the value of partnership working and create
tools and resources that can support us in house, embedding change and sharing with the wider
health community.
We recognise that by being part of the Climate Action Fund community we will be adept in
reacting to joint learning to implement ideas and initiatives between us. We look forward to
scaling up our collective impact for people and the planet.
2

https://www.ipsos.com/en-uk/ipsos-mori-veracity-index-2020-trust-in-professions
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4. Green Health Connector
The Green Health Connector role is innovative within Primary Care, an inwards and outwards
facing role that connects the Medical Practice with the community and vice versa. The core aim
of this role is to reduce the gap in knowledge and accessibility of resources to support low-carbon,
healthy lives for practice staff and the community through short training sessions, in person
events and education sessions. Green Community Connectors are at the heart of A Green &
Healthy Frome, connecting and circulating the opportunities and learning of the partnership
through the town.
We want to build on the current ripple effect of behavior change by:
● maintaining flexibility yet offering more variations in the delivery of the Green Community
Connector training
● continuing to deliver regular and bespoke Green Community Connector training to
individuals, groups and businesses in Frome
● embed the win-win conversation for clinical and non-clinical staff into routine care
● utilising our link with Future Shed to create a broader range of in person events in the
practice and the community to support individuals to live low-carbon, healthy lives
● forge new and build on existing collaborations to generate community involvement and
support groups (including eco-anxiety support).
Measuring these objectives will enable us to improve and evolve our routine care in the social
prescribing team. Further to that we will support other social prescribing services to recognise
the importance of the win-win message in population health. We will achieve this through
sharing knowledge, templates and toolkits within national social prescribing networks.

5. Choosing Wisely
Following the success of this project in the development phase of the GHFF programme, we
now know that we can make changes to working practices that support patients and staff to
consider the win-win of climate and health in their day to day. We now want to embed this
further, collecting data and analysing the impact on our carbon footprint. Embedding the
promotion of healthy lifestyles as an integral part of routine care, supporting our link to the
community as integral to a functioning health system.
By supporting clinicians and non-clinicians to be proactive in discussions on the co-benefits of
healthy lifestyles, this will become the norm and therefore encourage the population to think
about the potential of what they do. Following our learning from the development stage we
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know we can encourage this with regular communication, education and promotion through
different means in the practice and out in the community.
We aim to measure what we do, incorporating this into all parts of the functioning of the practice,
enabling us to report back and embed systemic change in Frome. With this valuable learning
and reporting we aim to engage in wider conversations with Somerset, NHS and national health
communities.
By building on existing relationships with local community initiatives, we aim to become a
beacon site demonstrating the value of healthy lifestyles at the first point of contact with the
population of Frome.

Edventure Frome
Edventure supports community entrepreneurship. We bring people together, build projects,
enterprises and partnerships that tackle issues that matter to local people. We have two main
offers: we work with teams of young adults to set up community ventures, and we support
individuals and groups to set up initiatives and enterprises and form partnerships. We offer
workspace, 1-to-1 coaching, and through the G&HFF partnership, Future Shed. We deepen the
partnership working, the outreach and we build community by working collaboratively and
supporting community-led activity.

6. Future Shed
Future Shed’s aim is to nurture and grow initiatives, networks and ventures that support people
to live greener and healthy lives by providing space, resources, training and facilitating events and
networks. Within the partnership, the project’s core function is to ensure the project remains
community-led, that we continue to innovate and build a broad, diverse range of opportunities
and ventures for people that make a measurable difference to physical and mental health,
carbon saving and the local economy.
We will:
- Support small teams to come together around emergent ideas and challenges and build
solutions, based on expertise of Edventure’s past 10 years.
- Continue to bring people together through regular weekly meetups to enable ventures,
enterprises and networks to deliver participant-led projects.
- Support the development of our established networks of action around food, textile &
materials reuse, health & wellbeing (built on the themes that emerged from our launch
event in 2021) with 100+ engaged participants ready to activate change and engage the
wider community with a high level of enthusiasm and creativity.
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-

-

-

Continue to provide coaching, training and professional development that enables
ventures to develop strongly and sustainably.
Build our coaching offer to existing organisations in Frome and surrounds, on how to
pivot to climate-health action.
Partner with others and support community groups to host activities and events that
bring our community together to amplify our climate-health actions and storytelling.
Develop our outreach ‘Mobile Future Shed’, going out to businesses, schools,
organisations and groups, working closely with partners, to cross divisions in the town
and host the complex conversations.
Work with teams of young people to start-up community ventures (a core Edventure
offer), applied to climate and health.

7. Storytelling
Storytelling has two pathways:
-

-

Within Frome: building engagement, connections and sharing information which
supports people to live greener and healthier lives, across age, background, gender,
ethnicity and ability.
Beyond Frome: to distribute our learnings widely beyond Frome to inspire other
communities to take action on climate and health, to show what can be achieved through
partnership and community-led enterprise, and to create the case for social investment.

In our development phase, we used social media, newsprint, films, toolkits and a conference.
Over the last 5 months, we have unified and amplified our partnership audiences in a joined-up
Green & Healthy Future focus, creating both local reach and wider attention through our
established channels on social media and our website platform.
In 2023, we will relaunch as Green & Healthy Frome to build the climate-health story for our
town. Working with a communications agency and with delivery partners we will use all means:
billboards, signs and images across physical and digital forms to create an ambitious step
change in public engagement, unmissable for any resident.
We will:
- Build on our voice in the Frome Times with a regular fortnightly full page dedicated to
green-health initiatives and ways for people to engage.
- Use our platforms to firmly link climate, health and the cost of living crisis, and share
practical ideas for action: ‘save money, reduce your carbon footprint, feel healthier’.
- Share the stories of 50 community participants across age, about their action on climate
and health through a series of short films.
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-

-

-

Dedicated storytelling from neurodiverse young people and those with physical
disabilities; these communities are disproportionately affected by climate change and
cost of living crisis.
In-conversation events showcasing inter-generational storytelling and taking action
together.
New Toolkits from our extended partnership work.
Tours of our work in Frome three times a year, to help build a community of practice for
people engaged in community-led climate and health work from around the region and
beyond, plus regular online meetups to enable shared learning.
Participate in the CAF cohort.
Work closely with the programme evaluator to communicate impact through quantitative
data and qualitative insight.

8. Project management
Edventure will continue to hold the roles of Project Manager and Communications Lead to
enable the delivery of the partnership work, ensure the programme is delivered on time and on
budget and that we play a full role in the Climate Action Fund cohort.

Draft budgets
We estimate that we will require funding of approximately 1.4m-1.7m over three years. Currently
we are estimating a £470,000 annual spend, split across the three main partners and their
respective delivery partners.
The current estimated budget is a combination of scaling current activities, adding new activities
and building more capacity across all organisations, specifically for outreach, evaluation and
communications, and engaging with national networks to share learning.
Below are the budget totals from each main partner, which will finance all activity costs,
including those of the delivery partners (we have a high level budget behind these figures). In
addition to this budget, we are anticipating wanting to include additional activities and costs
based on the outcomes of our consultation, our own evaluations post conference, detailed
financial planning and adjustments for higher inflation, which may lift the budget by £100.000
annually, 1.7m in total over three years.
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Partner budgets
Total project

Original
1st year
budget.
143,649

Indicative
annual
budget
469,918

Edventure Frome + implementation partners

63,736

177,164

Frome Medical Practice + implementation partners

39,140

133,254

Frome Town Council + implementation partners

40,773

159,500

Consultation
Thank you for reading our consultation document. We are in the process of developing our bid
to the Climate Action Fund and integrating our learning and evidence from the last 18 months.
We want to ensure the voices and perspectives of Frome are reflected in our full award bid. We
are also in discussion with potential partners. We are asking three questions:
●

What are your hopes for this project?

●

What are your concerns?

●

Is there anything missing in your view, in terms of partners / projects / people / activities?

Answer these questions by filling in this form (click here)
Closing date Tuesday 13 September.
For more detailed feedback or any questions, please contact our team:
Edventure: Sue Palmer sue@edventurefrome.org
Frome Medical Practice: Charlotte Carson charlotte.carson2@nhs.net
Frome Town Council: Nikki Brain nbrain@frometowncouncil.gov.uk
Johannes Moeller
Chair of the Board, Green & Healthy Future for Frome
Sue Palmer
Project Manager & Future Shed Lead
and The Green & Healthy Future for Frome Project Team
August 19 2022

